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A Discussion of the Pittsburgh Reading.C6rerence Pipers

6. J. Samuels

Center for Research in Hux.an Learning
11.

University of Minnesota.

It is indeed refreshing to note that at this, the first of the three'

-4
conferences on reading, one cannot-find lvtdence of a sharp, demarcation

between pure and applied research. Even in the more' theoretically oriented

papers considerable effort was'taken to indiatithe'relevance of the pure

research towards applied problems of reading. According to Garner'(l972)

there is a mistaken belief thatthe scientist accomplishes most when com-

pletely isolated from the applied problems cf everyday life. To the contrary,
r *

N

Garner argues, the research scientist who is interested in the acquisition

of knowledge may be helped immeasurably by attempting to find solutions to

the.impartant problems emerging from the practical arena of everyday life.

Problems associated with reading acquisition present a rich area of inquiry

for both the theoretical and applied scientist.

Before discussing/the papers I would like to present same information

relevant to several questions raised at this 'conference.. The first question

had to do with whether or not there was aireading.prdblem in the United States

today. If there is not a serious reading problem then the considerable amount

of time, effort, and money spent on overcoming a supposed problem may well

be wasted. The answer to this question depends" on how one define reading+

If one uses the, United National definition of literacy, then de do not have

a reading problem. In the 40 census only 2.4% of the !American population

vas found to be illiterate. While the rate itself is low, it does represent

791 3
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;,619,000 persons. The great majority of these persons, however, were old

and over the Age of 45 In the very youngest age bracket 14.-24 the national

illiteracy rate was about 1. in 170 (Wattenberg_& Scammon, 1967).

Still another way to lhok at this problem is to use the terminology
,

"Functional illiteracy!. ,there were 8.3 million adult functional illiterates

in America in 1960. The Concept of functional illiteracy in America begins

in the 1930's when men Were recruited into the civilian conservation corp

(CCU) and it was to elat-those.individuals with less than a third gra

education/were fiequintly unable to follow written directiOns. Administrators
/- ' .

in the ItC program began to ckaseify men with less than a-third grade educa-.
. / ' .

_ . :

tion as functional illiterates. During the WWII the United States Army dis-,

ooyered.that when a soldier had -less than a fourth grade education, he was'
_. .

.

Often unable to comprehend written directions. The 1950 census divided the ..

:populition into those with 5 or More years of schooling and those with less
.

,thal(5 years of schooling aryl those with the lesser amouet of education werea .

-414k

'

classified as functional illiterates. In the 1960's, when the statistical

w4 on the poverty program was being r eviewed, it was decided that all

Amerirens with less than six years of Achoolihg were to be designated as

functional illiterates.

It is important to point out that the term "functional Illiterate" may be
A

used in two ways. It may be used to denote an arbitrary line in an educational

Attainment distribution. The 8.3 million Americans so libeled included well

over 160,000 who earned over $10,000 s year in 1959, and in former years would

have included men like Abraham Lincoln. The second way in which then term

"fundtional illiterate" is used is to indicate an arbitrary point: on a reading

achiAvesent grad level distribution below which the individual is designated as

4
4
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being illiterate. If ong defines illiteraCy in a somewhat differeht fashion,

such as the inability to read or write on a level necessary to deal with every-

day practical situations, a somewhat different picture begins to emerge. It is.

assumed that eight years otschobling is sufficient. to allow an individual

to deal satisfactorily With these everyday reading situations. By "this

standard about 13% of the population aged '25 years and over are functionally

illiterate (Bureau of the Census, 1972).

One may inquire as to how realistic an 8th grade designation may be in

terms of pre ation for readng the mass of material which must !be processed.

Analysis of readability levels indicates that much of what we =last process in

everyday life, such as instructions exceeds this eighth grade 1vel. The

Harris study (1971) assessed functional illiteracy by testing Americans across

the country in their ability to comprehend written information in materials

such as employment ads,'telephone dialing instructions,and application forms.

This survey found that there was at least 4% of the adult population which..

were unable to handle these materialsoatisf rily.

It should be pointed out that the misma etween the readability level

of the written materials and the reading ability of the individual does not

necessarily mean one will not be able to comprehend those materials. An

4
important factor to take into consideration is how histrly motivated the

individual is who wishes to comprehend the materials. It is a matter of

record'that prisoners with a'relatively low level of reading att#inment have

been knoWn to read vitt:understanding the legal books which are relevant to

their particuiir criminal cases. With sufficient motivation an individual

may read and reread the materials a sufficient number of,times in order to

.,.comprehend those materials. RAdability levels of text seem to be an important

factor with individuals who are unmotivated to spend a great deal of time with

those terials. 5
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One way to increase literacy lOvel of individuals may very well be

oto deCrease tOe difficulty of the materials'with which theY will have Mo
r _

come in contact. In keeping with this view the Chicago Continental Bank -

has simplified its customer account agreementi. Checking account agreements

read "if you write a check for more monortEan you have in your account, you
)

will be overdrawn and we willreturn the check.. Because this means extra

work forus,-we char- ge $5 for each check returned." Previously, several life

and accident insurance compafties,rewrote_their agreements into understandable

English. In our public schools, one can find text books in which the read-.

ability. level exceeds the reading ability of those students by six years. Itr.

would, seem to be a good idea for school systems to tiy to match the readability

level of the texts they'use with the known reading leVil of. their students .

ea,

- prior to purchasing tlese texts. If 'this practice. were followed on a national

sdkl;', it forces publishers to be very careful about making their books read-

able for the intended school populatiois.

Another concept of literacy has been brought forth by Bormuth (1975).

His concept of literacy ddes no represent a particular level o reading

attainment but is task 41ated. According to Boriouth, a person is literate

if that individual is able to read with understandin4 the materials encoun-

tared in any aspect of life, job related or otherwise. Thus it would be

possible for a person to' be literate when engaged in one type of reading

activity and illiterate when engaged in a different type of activity. A

college professor for exampli, may be'literate when reading ,a professional

Amapa' in ones area of expertise but be considered illiterate when trying

to compTeFend an income tax form. Similarly one may be literate whenread-
.

ing material in one's own field and be illiterate in reading in a discipline

s,
. which iiunrelated to one's area of expertAe.

6
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-Before leaving the .question ors the extent of the reading problem in the

tr
United States today, it would be important tc present theN-data provided by

the National Center for Health Statistics (1973).. Inthis study youths aged

12-3.7. years ofpge were given a basic test of literacy. Findings from this

study indicated that amon4 this age group the illiteracy rate was 4.8%. How-

.ever, when stepwise regression analysis was done, it was found that the

'illiteracy rate' among low income, black males living in small urban areas

increased to 38%. When low income white males, whose parents were relatively

uneducated were given this test the illiteracy rate Apong this group was_46%.

As one can see, the answer to the question regarding the extent cf the

reading problem in the United States is hot easily allswered. Zart of the

problem relates to how one defines literacy. If one uses the Bormuth defini-

tion, then all of us are illiterate atleast.with some kinds of materials.
4,

If one uses the data provided by the National Center for Health Statistics,

then the illiteracy problem is,one which is related to social class factors
P

' such as income and demographic factors. Contrary to the sanguine opinion

voiceby Wattenberg and Scammon to the effect that illiteracy tended to

be clustered among older Americans, the National- Center for.Eglth Statis-

'tics iadicate4 that illiteracy is to be found ar'ong our youths as well.

As we shall see later, the solution to the problem is not simply one of

increasing the decoding ability of those people termed illiterates.

Sticht has pointed out that among the illiterate 'group there are'those

whose reading comprehension is low as well as -their listening comprehension.

Increasing the decoding ability of this particular grn9411 probably do

little to increase their literacy skills since theproblem"is not essentially

one of decoding.

7
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AnotHer question which was raised during conference discussion, was

related to why Can't.We do 'abetter jobIn teaching reading. Even when

reeding instruction is less than ideal, many children learn to read.-

Silberman (1964) reported on an experimental program used to teach begin-

ning reading. He found that the brighter children acquired the necessary

reading Skill he wanted them tq learn, but the less bright seemed unable

to transfer their knowledge to words notipecifically taught. Classroom

teachers brought in to evaluate the program discovered that a necessary

subskill had been omitted. Only after the necessary subskill had been in-

cluded in the program were all the children able to master the transfer to

untaught words. What'is interesting to note is that even withan important

D

subskill missing the brighter children were able to overcome this obstacle

period. Silberman's study suggests that bri r children may be able to

overcome an inadequate program, but the less bright have great difficulty.

Another example of how Children were able to overcome a less than

adequate teaching program is reported by Feitelson (1973). Prior to the

,1950's reading pedagogy in Israel was dominated by an official viewpoint

which indicated that the child's own interest was the major factor

to consider in constructing a reading program and,aslong as the child was

Motivated, it was assumed, the child,would acquire necessary reading. skills.

Accordihg to this viewpoint, in order to maintain motivation, it Was necessary

for thachild to read in units larger than the word, mostly.in phrase units.

This approach; which may be called the holistic approach, indicated that

beginning readers were not at all interested inanalyming words into their

coMpodent parts. Learning letter-soUnd correspondences were not acceptable

practices at that time. Peitelson sayi that until the 1950's this way of \10

teaching reading was widely used and the results, in general, were satisfactory.
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Subsequent to the 1950's there was large-scale immigration from Arab

countries and schools began to report failure rates of 501s'at the end of

first grade.' It'would have been easy enough to attribute the cause of

failure to the new influx cf a different group into Israel. However, a

study was sponsored to find out what the posSible causes of failure might

.be. Two of the more startling findings emerging from this study were
4 ,

. :

that.failure to acquire reading was not evenly dispersed. An entire class
er

would either be successful in acquiring reading skills or unsuccessful.

The successful classroors were fekund to contain teachers Who did not use

a holistic approach And who devoted a great deal of tine to systematic

Phonic drill-and breaking words ir-to smaller components. A second

finding of interest was that parents were very helpful in overcoming the

harmful effects of'the holistic teaching practices of the day ly teaching

phonics. What the child was not offered'in school, the parents were teaching

at home. WhIteas any teachers 'taught in holistic units, at home the.parerrts

were drilling the children on the components of words so that the children

could attack neW words based upon lettersound cdrrespandences and blending.

Here in Israel, then, we find that a less than adequate program was overcome

either by the willingness of certain teachers to dd that which the teacher

thought vas best for the student and whidh the parent thought was best for the

child. Interestingly we find that both the teacher andparent behavior which

was effective, happened to be the teaching of essential, decoding skills.

We have just seen how children are able to overcome the shortcomings of

certain reading programs either because offhigh intelligence, tbacher.skill,

or parental intervention. The reading problem in the United States today is

generally with children at risk. There is evidence,-however, that there are

reading programs which are exemplary and which are successful even with
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Children normally-considered-to-beat- risk, Weber (1971) has .reported

ott the program characteristics of fbur highly successful innercity schools.

In the four Successful innercity schools a major_emphasis was placed on

'building positive student and-teacher interaction, building pride in one's

bac4round and group, extensive use of positive reinforcement, extenaive,

pupil evaluation, specialized teacher training program to proMote positive

interaction between teaching staff and administration, a belief system, from

top administrators to students that high achievement was an obtainable goal,'

use of teacher aides who participated actively in the reading program, avail-

Ability of a reading specialist within the school, and the use of open records

of Student progress so that everyone was aware of how students were coming

along. Although Weber,acknowledged that non-school factors!can and do con-

tribute to success or failure in beginning reading, he argued that a great

difference in reading achievement can result, depending on the school's

effectiveness of teaching beginning reading. Weber found that strong leader-
.

Ship, higher expectations for the students, and orderly, pleasant, and happy

atmosphere, a strong emphasis on reading, use of additional personnel, use

of phonics, individualization and careful day-by-day evaluition of pupil

prbgxess contributed Strongly to the success of the reading programs. Other°

studies of exemplary reading programs have identified program characteristics

similar to the ones set forth by Weber.

( NO other program characteristics'appeared to beasSociated with success

in reading. At this conference:Outhrie (1976) has found that the imount of

ilea allodated to'reading is' positively associated witkreading actiie4ement.

Other studies have found that time On task is,also related to reading achieve-

ment (Lahaderne H., 1968; Samuels & Turnure, 1974). In general these findings_

tend to suOport the notion that one can build exemplary programs in reading,

10
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that the total 'amount-of tine devoted to reading is well as the amount of

time on task are factors which dust be taken into consideration in engineer-

ing a successful reading program.

Following the Pittsburgh conference on reading, I had an opportunity

to discuss what was needed to involve the.teaching-of reading with'

Dr. Sticht, Dr. Guthrie, Dr: 'Singer, and Dr. Fisher, all participants

at the LRDC conference. There aS consensus that at the present time a
. .

sufficient amount is known about practical aspects of reading so that all
4 :I.

children, even those at risk, can be taught to read. The problem then

is not lack of knowledge about how to teach reading, but the problem is on

one of disseminationtransfer of information, and utilization of this
. C

information. Overcoming these problems, in the opinion o f this group,

represented the major thrust that reading should take in the years to

come. In a real seAse these problems are not very different from the

'problems of changingithe smoking habits of the American public. Presently

know that smoking is dangerolis iC,health. Despite this knowledge, large

numbers of people are unable to change their smoking habits or take up thig

harmful habit anew. Probably 4e task of chinging 'Nicking habits is a more

formidable task than thd one of changing the reading practices of school

systems. Increasingly; the constraints of limited resources coupled with

the desire fOr excellence, has generated.a demand for a results oriented

*

teaching.system and for accountability: With a clammor of peblic interest
s

gra* for infortlation about their schools and the recognition by tax Payeis

and educators alike,ihat the school is in 106 sense'accountable for the

products of its system, we may well be movingtowards an era in which schools

will Be doing a more efficient job in thd teaching 6f reading.
' .

t.\

11
.:

.
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Having discussed at some

discussion at the conference,
N,

length questions 'which arose during the

I should now like to go immediately into_a'

discussion of ,the presented papers.

,Jeanhe Chan. gee paper traces

since the publicatian ofher

what has happened in reading pedogogy

book, ,"Learning to Read: The Greet Debate"

nearly a decade ago. This opening paper serves an important functien'

in that it permits us to

since the publication of

added importance given to

importance of'a

800

see what-I-As happened in reading in the decade

this influential book. One bf the chadges is the'

a code emphasis for beginning reading. The

code emphails,is made manifest by Goldberg (1973) who

'7

conducted elarge-scale.study of beginning reading of disadvantaged Children.

Goldberg speculated that while teachtts may be.itressing comprehension,
k

children may be busy devising ways of breaking the sound, symbol code and'

trying to figure out' what the pridted material says rather than what it

mans., This comment by Goldberg seems particularly relevant in terms of the
I

current debate going on in educitional circles as to whether reading should

be begun With,a maaping emphasis or a code breakiAg emphasis.
,

Jdepadeago Chall concluded that a code emphasis was justified and sUb-.

Meguent research has given support to het contentions. Dykstri (1967), who

N

-:evaluated the first grade studies,,concluded that thoseprograms which empha-

sized decoding produced students who were superior in word recognition. More

recently Katz fi Singer (1976) re-evalUated the data from the first grade

studies4Ad fOund that those programs which emphasize a decoding approach

12 -)
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,produce students who. were sdperior of those subskills necessary for recog-

'nizing words 'which had not been previously taught. Studies by Bishop (1964)
0

and Jeffrey and Samuels (1967) found that students' who were li)1en training

in lettersound correspondences as well as trainin
C

decode words that they had-not previously enc

in biehding, were able c..o

Se are Skills

bich are important first steps in learning tlopead. ,A behavioral

analysis of reading would strongly suggest that -aLuxacy. in deOodi

task

g skills

as well as dntomaticity are important prerequisites for skilled reading.

The second'part of Chall's papef presents a modest proposal for reading

stages. This section begins with a passing reference to the Coleman findings

whiA indicate that it is difficulAif not impossible to find eviden"ce of -

school input Variables associated with academic achievement. Mostof the

variability in school achLvement, according to Coleman, seems associated

with'socio-ecOnoniic status factors, over which theoschools have no control.

o/
Critics of the Coleman report have poi4l'out that such factors as school,

facilities, books in the library, per pupil expenditures, the presence of

.science facilities and related measures used by Colemen do not begin to

refledit the essence of an organization. 'One must al4p-understand socio-
N

econosacistatueis merely a des tive term, and ittalftat no causative

impact. New anklyses of schooling effects (Bidwel1,4 Kasarda, 19757 Brown &

Saks, 1975) indicate that, contrary to tare Coleman ieport,schools have a

significant i*sadt upon academic achievement.

Chal141 sta pproadh to reading includes a decoding stage, development

0
of fluency, re g.for learning, multiple viewpoints, and finally a world

view. The value of this .stage theory is that recOgniti6nia given to the

cancJpt of reading as a-developmental skill and the specification of. the

stags.. I

r
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Several comments.are.in order regarding tile stage theory. 'Simply

labeling an initial 'stage as the decoding stage implies that this is all

that is going on. However, it should be pointed out that although the

Child may be wrestling with problems ofdecoding, nevertheless, the student
4 .

\
is able to comprehend'the text. Following the initial stage isthe fluen

develoPMent'period._Chall is dorrecein noting that decoding skill may be

separated into two' stages. The first stage is what may be termed an accuracy

stage while the next stage is beyond accuracy to automaticity (The Perfetti-
.

Leagold paper goes into this more deeply.) ,During the accuracy stage, the

child its able to recognize words but attention is used in the process. One

of the characteristics of this accuracy stage is that the response is labor-

ious and quitgslow. It is only duringthe automaticity stage that attention

is not required and that the response characteristimally is given at a very

iapid rate.

IiithOthird stage, the reading for learning period, the assumption is

made that word recognition skill is at the automatic level and the

. is able to use written materials for gaining new information. The

stages in thiciodel represent levels of comprehension that extend

wbat we may ordinarily think of as literal comprehension.

4,
student

final two

far beyond

One. important topic which Chall fakes up has to do With the development

,of reading fluetty. As Chall points out, the development.of fluency generally

Mon about through practice. For some strange reason practice has become a

dirty word in some' educational circles and is labeled by a acrimonious term

eo meshy that of "drill." Recent work by Chomsky:(1976)-and Samuels and Dahl

(1976) indicate the value of what may be tarmed.drill on developing reading

fluency. Oiling a method which. may be tailed repeated readings,' Samuels and

bahl had mentally retarded children ;eel short passages from 50 t.o 250 words

14
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in length from very simple stories. over and over until a criterion rate of.

70 words per minute in oral reading was achieved. Then the children selected

.

the next part of the story and/repeated the procedure. This simple adjunct to. '

the regular readihg program produced noticeable improvement in the reading

skills of the children. In fact, we noticed that the children were using this

repeated reading, method even when it was not required. The Chomsky method is

similar. Stories were recorded oskaudio tape and the children listened .o .

the auditory inputwhilesilently reading stages. When the child was sufficiently

familiar With the story, the audio input was discontinued. .

In order to get beyond thd accutacy stage in word recognition, which

.

Chall refers to as the decoding stage, a great deal of, practice with simple

materials would be helpful.. Practice can be provided through repeated readings

or through prItctice on reading materiels which most teacheri would consider

,to,be easy for the child. Ordinarily' this level is called the recreational

reading level. With sufficient practiZe the student should reach the fluency

stage where decoding can be done automatically and attention may then. be

placed upon deriving meaning from the material being,preces0d.

The Beck fi Block paperlinsists of eh analisis of the Ginn 720 and the

Isabel Beck fi Karen Block

Palo Alto prpgrams and provides an insightful visit into the state of the art

of curriculum'clesign and material development. In desioing reading materials

=Seamus decisions must be made. What technological base is available to aid

in the decipion making process? A start in this direction has been provided

by Coleman (1970) with hil'Itables that scale common word' for learnability,

the graMbemes for ease of-learning their sounds, the English sounds for phonic

blandability, and the tattlers for ease of printing. The reading literature is

filled with eieprimehtal data which would appear to progide additional infor-

nation for decision asking, but unfortunately much of the reaseerchis not
0
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deflnitiVe or counterfindings are available.

A eecondfactor one must consider when appraising curriculum products

hes to do.with the valise of these materials. Unfortunately, curriculum

materials frequently are used-Without any prior testing. Some states such

as California now require some evidence-of the value of the,curricultm products

prior to their'adoption. An exception to the general...rule that reading

2
ar .leateriali die usually not tested prior to_ their introduction mawbe,found in

tha-federally iunded research and development laboratories such as the one in

Wisconsin:and-the regional laboratories such as the Central Midwest'Regional

laboratory. Prodtots from thtse laboratories' such as the Wisconsin Design and
dr' 1

Harriet Language and Thinking Program have been tested and revisions

made based upon the temt evaluations.

Oneharea of controversy and decision making in curriculum design relates

to the d'afinition Of the reading process. The Ginn-program assumes that

reidinij_consists'of getting meaning from the printed page while the Palo

Alto program assumes that reading'Consists of first decoding from'priilt to

.mospd and subsequently deriving meaning from that mediated sound production.

This difference in definition is not'mere hairsplitting and academic, because

originating from the different viewpoints regarding the nature of the reading.

,process, different types of reading programs emerge. One type of program

attempts to place an early thrust upon deriving meaning while the other program

/Places a heavy thiust upon decoding activities.

Another.decision which must be Made has to do with the type of student

for whom the materials are planned. The materials may be planned for either

11.14ith or low IQ children, middle socio- economic status childrenor krd

socio- economic :states child in, or normalearners as 'opposed to the learning

disablmd. ,As mentioned earlier, it is generally the Lowest 15% of'tbe children

16
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in the IQ range category, or ,those children at risk, kor whom reading is most

dikficult and the excellence of the materials most important. While it may

be possible for a bkight, highly motivated child with parents who can provide

tutorial help to overcome shortcomings of a pabr program, itjis far less likely

that this child's counterpart'will'be able to overcobe the shortcomings of A
\ . ,

poor program.

.

Another set:of decisions which must be considered by curriculum developers

has to do with the placement of Mein instruction in the instructional sequence..

One may note in some reading programs such as the Ginn that the instructional

sequence is discussion, reading and th skill instrudtion. in the Palo Alto

series, on the other hands, it is'assumed that skill instruction" will.be .introduced

1'

prior to story reading so that the child may be helped to read the story.

Andther deciiion has to do with the types of words which will beintroduced;

by this'it is meant that words introduced maybe for building interest in the

tory contained in the tgxt asopposed to introducing words which correspond

'to some phonic rule. These decisions represent a trade-off between.words

selected to enhance a storyline and words selected for decoding. In the Ginn

program where the emphasis is on me#ning, words are selected to enhance the
7 Jo

storylihe. But as Goldberg pointed out whereas the teacher may_ be assuming

that students are reading for,peaning, the students in fact may be busily

-
attempting to deCode words 'prior to getting that meaning.

Bock and Block ate - critical of both the Ginn and Palo Alto programs for

teaching correspondences in a backward directiongoingirrom sound to letter

(a spelling requirement).'rather than from letter to sound(a reading requirement).

This seems: to be a simple enough question to be answered by empirical research.

4

As les know, many associations, though taught in one direction, -are also learned

in the reverse direction. It is probably the case that although correspondendes

17
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are learned from_sound to letter they are learned in the reverse direction, as

well. Whether or not this holds-for the low IQ Child remains to be seen and

a simple empirical study can answer this question. Should this research

indicate that dhildren,of educable IQ range and higher learn letter -sound

association in both direttions then the question remains resolved. If the

'learnihg is only the direction taught in the prckrams curriculum designers

should have this information so suitable teacting decisio could be made.

In teaching letter-sound correspondences the Ginn eries teaches these

correspondences in the context of words. It should be pointed out that in

Beck'i own reading program, letter-sound correspondences are'taught hn isolation.

Linguists point out that phonemes do not exist:.in isolation andconsequeftt2y

they/Believe they should be taught in Ehe context oi,a word. On the other hand,

there is evidence that children tend to learn these correspondences best when

presented in isolation. 4s.

Thereare a number If ways in which letter-sound correspondenc4s may be

learned. One way may be by what could be called the,"discovery . Here ,

a number of different words all containing the same letter-sound correspondence

(money, monkey, merry) will be Introduced; The child then searches for the

common element. There is also guided discovery in which the teacher points

out specifically what these words have in common., Still a third way is to

present the sound in isolation lust the letter followed by its sound. at is

highly le that the successful er is one who uses all of these

in combination in order to the point for child. Both Beck

II.

Block believe that letter to sound is the right direction to teach reading---

I

since it goes' in the same direction as the terminal behavior; It ig also their
1

belief that the child shouldin.taught to bled sounds as well as to produce

a natal number of sounds in isolation. .It:is their contention that teaching.

18
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Children to blendlsounds in isolation has good transfer Value to reading..

Both the 13.316 Alto and the Ginn program use phonics but the Ginn peogram

uses, analytic phonics while the Palo Alto program uses synthetic phonics.

These procedures grow direciy CLt of the manner in whi.ch letter-sound corres-

pondences are taught. As mentioned previ4Usly, in the Ginn program letter-
. -

sound correspondences are rot produced in isolation but within,the context of
.

a word. Consequently a whole word is introduced and then each cf the corres-

pondences within the word are sounded out, a'procedure we call analytic phonics.

On the other hand the Palo Alto proiram does have sounds produced in isolation.

Consequently a synthetic type of phonics with blending is used in order to

teach word analysis skills.

Still another decision which must be rade has to do with where and when

di4aeljohs and'blends will be introduced. Digraphs such as ph, th, oi, and wh

must be seen as a single perceptual unit to which a sound is to be attached.

It is not at all clear W?en is the best time ter introduce digr3hs If

one makes a decision to delay the introduction- of digraphs until sort fairly

late part in a, teaching sequence, the limited selection Of words may have a

serious effect upon the child's interest in a story line.

--itkse are just some of the vexing problems which have been touched upon

by beck Block in their analysis of the Palo Alto and Ginn reading programs.

Those decisions have to be made by curriculum developers and there are no clear

guidelines presently to use in making these decisions.

Afore closing this Section it shoul4 be pointed out;that;another

important decielon which must be made by curriculum developers has to do

with deciding what sub-skills are to be taught in a program..: Presently

while vs know that there are sub-skills in reading, we do know what all of

them may be and new ones.are emerging from time to time. For example, it ie
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now thought to be.important to introduce the beginning reader to units called

'the language of instruction" and to introduce reading through the use of rebus

reading materials. It is thought that these are important skillsAnd-approaches

to reading and should have transfer effects to more easy acquj,sition of reading

skill.

Kenneth and l'etta Goodman

The Goodman paper entitled "Learning to Read is Natural" pres&nts a number

of provocative ideas. An important point made injtIN4s paper is the' differentiatio

between that Which is natural and that which is innate. The two are not mutually

i

- p

exclusive oategories, l For example language acquisition has a heavy component of

that which may be called innate and In most cases is acquired naturally. The

oral communication skill is acquired in a natural manner when the child is

motivated and the skill has functional importance in that child's life: According

to the GoodmanA, an important indicator of a naturally occurring behavior

is that the behavior is performed because there is reason and need to

perform it, and this is what should occur in reading.

While the Goodmams present one reason-for the child engaging in reading,

it should be pointed out that children read for a variety of reasons. One

reason isthat there is intrinsic motivation. For about a decade psychologists

have accepted the notion that there'is a will to learn, a desire to know, to

find things out. These intrinsic motives do ndt dep4nd upon reinforcement from

the world that lies outside the organiimibut relies instead uion the satisfaction

of mastering an element of one's environment.

Another-reason,children read is what might be termed achievement motivation.

nn some societies mastery over ampects of one's environment is considered an

20
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insortanl motive. In our society, there are certain developmental tasks

which are viewed as part of the growing-up Process. -These taSks'would
.

include toilet training, learning to dress appropriately, acquiring social

skills,'learning to read and write, learning to drive and being able to go.

about one's city, and leariiing job related skills. Thus,one of the motiva-

tions learningto read is that it is an important developmental task in

the growing-up process.

Still another reason that children engage in' the reading is that

important role models in the child's environment have acquired reading skills:

When a child can identify with the mo41*-who ccnmands respect the'child may

. adopt the motives of the model. Patents, teachers; older siBliegs; may all

serve to implant upon the child tale importance of acquiring this skill.

Children may also engage reading througi the use of external reinforcers.

The operant conditioning lite ture as well as the behavioral management

literature is explicit abou how the child may be induced-to engage in

reading. There are a nu r of people who are critical of the use of extrinsic

reinforcers for inducing reading. However a peEfectly sound argument may

-be.made that what is really being attempted is to get the child to practice
va

reading to the point where' matt such as the pleasure of

reading will finally be sufficient and the external reinforcers may be

withdrawn."

An important point made by the GoOdmans and others is that if,learning

'' ,

to read'apuld be'made as natural as leaining listening and speaking skills

4 ,

.

all childzsn would acquire literacy skills. This hypothesis is indeed

. !

interesting but almost untestable. According to this vl6wpoist whenever

a child has either difficultS, in acquiring literacy skills one oath a1 gays

21
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say that the reason is that the social environment for learning was un-

natural.

The point made'by the Goodmans is well taken regarding the need to

provide relevant reasons for reading: Too often teachers forget this

and simply want the child to read because the child is in school and read-

-ing is part of.the curriculum. onsequently some children may be turned

away from acquiring couplex reading skills. To the extent that we can

Wild an environment where the ld is motivated to read for intrinsic-

reasons, there is no question but that we will be ahead with regaid to our

success rate in teaching children literacy skills.

Asiqming that we can provide an environment in'which the child will

be highly motivated to read, will that be sufficient by itself to guarantee

success in teaching reading? Since research on characteristics of successful

reading programs indicates that reading method is but one element in a

complex system, it appears.to be an oversimplification to believe as the

Goodman do, "Children are in no more need of.being taught to read than they

are of being taught to iisten."

Or
The Goodmans claim that beginning readers keep their minds on meaning.

This does not seem to correspond to the facts:` The learner must first

decode prior to acquiring meaning and it is important that we give children

these decoding skills so that they can then derive meaning from what is on

the page.
s.

Regarding the claim that if literacy skills were acquired in as natural

way as speech and listening we might possibly have as much-success with

literacy asWe do with speaking and listening, we-can examine this, point.

It should be recognized that first langtiage learning with its speaking and

O
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listening components is uniquely human apd different in important ways From

other kinds of learning such as learning to read. There are a number of

arguments to support the belief that learning a language involves innate,

genetically determined mechanisms operating on information-about the structure

of language that a child gets from listening to speech. Support to the

notion that l&nguage potential is genetically pncoded first All we have.

evidence for the fact thatlanguage is universal and"Common to all humans.

Second, historical investigations of languages reveal that altough spoken

languages change, at no time does one find evidence of speech that ca;Ite

described as aphonenic or ungramm.%tical, Third, specific language disability

in which,specific language disability characterized by delayed. speech onset,

poor articulation, and/marked reading disability, in which general intelligence

remains unaffeCted appears to be inherited. Fourth, the' developmental

schedule of language acquisition follows a fixed sequence so that eken if the

entire schedule_is retariled the order of attainment of skills remains

constant. Finally comparisons of children learning non-Indo European language

with children learning English indicate a high degree of ooncordanCe

between the milestones of speech and motor development.

While it is true that speech acquisition appears to proceed easily

apd Paturall.y, is not at all apparent that learniag.to read need

necessarily proceed.in as easy a manner. The primaky reason for this difference

is that whereas speech acquisition appears to be natural to humaps, =Oh

like walking, reading iamot ajlatural behavior indigenous to our species.

Whereas all humans have developed language aystims, not all societies are

literate.

23
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Generally learning to speak is accomplished with little difficulty
1.

whereas learning to read requires considerably more effort. The process

of speech acquisiton is gradual,' beginning at infancy and extending for a

considerable period of time, while introduction of reading is much more

abrupt and less gradual._ Second there are strong sources of reinforcement

involved with speech acquisition while in the' typical classroom sources'of

reinforcement for reading may be much less forceful. Those strong'reinforcers

that are applied in speech acquisition seem to be applied almost immediately

f*lowing appropriate speech behaviors,-while in the learning to read

process the much weaker reinforcers are often delayed. It is indeed

accurate to say that-tor nearly all people first language acqusition

appears to beeasily'mgatered. But for a sizeible.number of people literacy

is achieved'only with difficulty, if at all. By providing an environment

that is more conducive to motivating children teread, it seems apparent

that we can help children acquire reading skills, but.this does not seem

.to be any magic panacea towardsreading fluency but merely an important

component- to pedagogy.

Roger Shuy. This paper on the *match of child language and school

language states tat past research attempting to find the basis for poor

reading to the mismatch of child language and school, language va

misguided attempt. According td Sbuyvascribing poor reading perforMance

to the ndsiatch of -child language andschodl language is a thesis not

eeriouslyheld by anyone.. ghuy, having the advantages of 20-20-hindsight,

can make this claim but if one looks at the research studies-done to test

this notion as well as the large scale curriculum projects designed to
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canreduce this mismatch one can note'that'the language mismatch thekis that.

was widely held at.one time,......S

The study of language mismatch has produced some positive results

regarding reading pedagogy. Teachers are more aware today of the fact
. . . .

that language variation does not 'represent 'inferior' speeth, teachdts are

far more willing-today'to accept de.yiations from standard English, the
,

language,of reading primers is far more believable and part of regular

speaking patterns; and in teacher's,apides and teacher training

institutions' a great deal of emphaZXbeing given to the fact that ye

have a number of dialects spoken in the U. S. and these simply reflect

reginal 'speaking patterns. Teachers- are also being told today that as

long as the'child makes a reasonable approximation of the word that.is

in the text-that the teacher should not correct the child.

Attempts'to ascribe poor reading performance to language mismatch

was probablywrong for a number of reasons. First of all,..the'groupswhich

were looked at 'intensively were those which were low on the socio-economic

states:scale. These were the groups which had what were called language

mismatch. However, in addition to their language variation these groups

may 'also have been characterised by lower income, lower education, fewer

books in the home, generally poorer health 'and prenatal environment, as well

as differences in cultural outlook and motivations. All of these factors

are correlated with reading achievement, not just language mismatch.

114 must be cautious about ascribing cause and effect relationships to variables

which are merely correlated. One can argue that some of the other factors

such*las-economic deprivation as well as health and as nutritional status may
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have been as important in the, reading factor as the language mismatch.

The second factor to keep in'mind is that it is highly unlikely that a

814

single variable such as,language mismatch will account} for-any large proportion

. . .

of variahce in reading aammhension. To pin al of one's efforts on this

a

one factor is probably a misguided effort. In re spect, however, Shuy

is right in contending that today the mismatch is not seen as the signifi-

Cant variable in thir lower reading performance of certain groups in our

population.

Shuy-is now calling for a new type of research. What is needed now,

according to Shuy, is the study of occupational and institutional dialects.

For example, what does it mean to talk like a-r.teacher? This, according.

to Shuy, is where'future payoffs in research may come. However, it is

not clear precisely how this wledge will be useful inreadifig. .

. _

It would seem that the re vane of studying,funttionil language

ume;vould be to show possible mismatches between the child's uses of lignguage,

' the use of language in the text book, how language Is used by the characters

in the-reading textbook, and how these.characters.are actuali1y Using language

in the reit; world. While this study tif functional language mismatch may

be worthy in its own light, it ii not at all clear how 'this would change the

reading accomplishments of children at risk. On the positive side, however,
;

it might indeed be refreshing for children's books to reflect in a realistia

mem= the social status and power of the people Within the text in some

appropriate and realistic manner.

Jim Holland. Holland's paper shows how behavioral analysis can be

applied to ruidiba by examining environmental stimuli which control.;
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behavior which we may nominally label as reading behavior. This analysis

extends to those stimuli which appear on the printed page as wellas to those

stimuli which follow a response which have reinforcing potential. One of

the points which Holland makes is thatbelvvior which resembles reading

pay merely be an example of a child responding to extianeotit cues which

appear on the printed page. Early in the learning-to-read process, it is,

not unusual to find children. who identify words on the basis of irrelevalt

cues such as word length, word configuration, or some unusual characteristic.

As an example, I can recall a child who was able to_identify:a word on a

flash card but was'unable to do so when that word appeared in context.

Since it is usually easier to identify a word in context, I asked the child

why he was able to identify the flashcard word but not when the word was

in his, reading book. The child's answer was that the flashcard contained

P an ink-spot in the corner and he knew that whenever .that ink spot appeared

A.
e

, .

the response was the one which he gave. Children sometimes learn to identify
.

words- qp the basis of irrelevant cues, such as first or last letters.

When given the sentence, "The boy fell down," the student may use the firsts

_letter of the word to identify that word. Then when new words are introduced

which contain the.same letters, such as "bats" and "far" the child calls

these -words *boy and *fell,* simply because the 'student is using first

letter cues toldentify the word, I

As many teachers have found4grho introduce children to reading thiough

a sight-word approach, there'iamgenerally rapid learning of a sight vocabulary

far about the first 25 or 30 words, followed by a period by which there is

virtually' crease in sight-word acquisition. The explanation for this

common findinq is that chridten use irrelevant cues such as the ones

7
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previously mentioned in order learn the response but then as new words get

introduced which have, the -same letters; same length, and the same contour,

the strategy breaks down and leaving stops until the child is able W.

acquire & more appr4riate set of skills fo; recognizing the words.

There are'still other types of extraneous cues which children,may

use during-reading. One of the more ubiquitous examples occurs when

pictures and print are presented together. Assume that a picture of a plane_)

and the word `planes appear together on a card. For the beginning reader

the picture more readily illicits the appropriate response and .thelearner,

using what might be called the principal of least effort, will focus

attention upon the picture rather than on the word. Of course the correct

4r
response is given but to the wrong cue. The problem is one of transfer of

stimulus control. It is important to get the to focus attention upon
ti

tIliprinted word rather than the picture itself.

Still another example of what we must be alert towards, occurs when we

superimpose color upon a word. las is done in some reading programs-when

each color is associated with a-particular sound value. The child leer&

which sounds are associated with particular colors. The problem, however,

is one of what happend when the color cues are 'removed. -Generally one

'finds that when -the color cues ars removed the response can no longer be

emitted because the child was using color as the cue racer than the particular

letters coltaindwithintheoword. Generally speaking, those reading

programs which have used color cues as aids to reading have not evaluated 4,

the Systems for transfer *often color cues are removed. Holland is quite

correct in claiming that color coding is not doing a useful job: Holland

points out that whin evaluations have been done for reading programs using

28
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..ei..lor coding, these evaluations have indicated that the transfer to regular

41
orthography is relativ y ineffective. vI

Dennis Fisher. His paper 'Dysfunctions in Reading Disability" has

two parts--a theory section in which a model of reading based upon the

Ideas of Hocliberg and LaBerge and Samuels is presented along with another

section dealing with dpplicatiohs to disabled readers. Fisher states that

a. he finds no great displeasure in the LaBerge-Samuels model of reading

but any model of reiling which fails to include peripheral an0 fovial

involvement according to Fisher would be an inadequate model. Perhaps

it should be pointed out that considering our current state of development

fa model building, all we should be doing is creating partial models rather

than eall co,pre4lensive models of the reading process. Some of our compfehensive

models of reading process are so poorly described as to be nearly incom-

prehensible even to highly trained psychologists. An additional weakness

bf some.Of these comprehensive models is that they fail to generate testable

hypotheses. 'rke LaBerge- Samuels' automaticity model makes no claim towards'

being a comprehensive model and focuses instead upon the role of selective

attention as it relates to reading.
1,

Before embarking on a description of the educational implication

section of Fisher's paper, a few comments about the theory section would

be in order. Fisher notes that when spaces between words were removed,

reading fluency of fifth and sixt4 graders was affected, but not, the first_

and second graders. This finding fits well with the data which we collected

at the Minnesota, Reading Research Project. In comparing the size of the

visual unit usecrin word recognition, theAifinesota studios found that

29 -,
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beginning readers fended to do a letter -by7letter serial' process whereas

more highly-.skilled readers tended to use a much larger unit, the unit of

perception, often the whole word. .Eleminating spaces between words by

filling the in with X's would not interfere with the beginning reader since

the beginning readeissimplY using a single letter in the word recognition

process. The adult, however, who is using a unit as large as a word needs

to have the space between words in order to set off the word boundaries.

Coesequently, elliminating the cue for the word boundary would interfere

with the processing'of a highly skilled reader.

Hitch of what Fisher has to say about application would be highri

acceptable -to reading researchers and-teachers.-For example, Fisher

claiaMfthat the problem in reading disability seems not to be perceptual,

and that there isgreat need for practice on grapheme-phoneme correspondences

emtil some level of automaticity is:reached Poor readers have alio been

found to have short saccadic eye movements whiOh imply letter-by-letter

4
processing. These-readerwhaveeleo been found to have eye fixations of

some fatly long duration which in turn implies long central procesiing

time.

Bowyer, the are other statements by Fisher-which probably would. t

evoke' isagreement among a segment of those people Who are concerned about

the reading process.' These etatemahts have to do with the disabled

,

resider. The disabled
it
reader is defined as one who has the necessary iitelli-

-,

genes for reading, has nn perceptual defects, has normal motivition,.has

had Adequate instrvetion,ibut who does it seem to profit by that instruction.

If this child than is reading at a level sufficiently below his potential,

1

',
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then he is defined as a disabled reader. This type of diagnosis is of the

weakest type since it has*to do with what might be called diagnosis by

eliminatiqn. All other sources of possible causes of failure are ruled out

and the only thing then which is left is that of the disabled reader.

One cari ar§ue that, in a, high proportion of cases reading instruction is

less than adequate and we.should look to our failuxei in instruction befct-
:

labeling a child as disabled. One aspect of the problem of diagnosis in "s1

reading failtre has*tO do with what might be called attribution theory.

The problem we are dealing with has to do with causality, or, to what'do

we ascribe the causes of a problem: In diagnosing a child as "dyslexic".

we Are ascribing reading failure to'forces within the child rather ;than
4

to forces which may be extprnal to the child. In this case Fisher attributes

4
the cause of reading disability to an area within the brain, known neuro-

logically as Brocas or Wernickes area. It is important for us to distinguish

between those individuals who have acquired literacy skills and subSequentry

lose them througp brain ingury, which we may Call alexia (an acquired failure

to comprehend written words produced by a cerebral lesion) an dyslexia

which we can refer to as an ,inherent incapacity to learn or comprehend

written material,and where there is no evidence of a brain lesion. Thar

.

is adequate impirical evidence for alexia due .to brain iijury but at the

present time there seems not' to be an adequate, amount of evidence for 4
...

. ,

Support of dyslexia, at least to the point were we are able to ascribe

/%

1,

44.

particular areas neurologically associated with this difficulty. in 'darning,'

the written code.

1'.
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Statement-WI:7 Fisher such as "the dyslexic of reading disabled...will

never learn to read' and 'understand that dyslexia can't be curedthe

brain will not stand for this," are statements which would
ao

surprise many, given our current state of knowledge regarding why children

baie difficulty inireading. These statements seem to be so definitive in

tone that they seem out of keeping with the state of the art in reading

'pedagogy. ri\fact, many children who have been labeled' as dyslexic have

learned to read though their rate of+rogres's may be slower than for most

these children have gone on to occupations demanding a high

ee of reiaing.

Carl Fridiriksen. "Discour a Comprehension and Early Reading' is

cqncerned with process of hoiw discourse is converted into meaning.
i

Ti o alternative routes are desc i bed as to hoe this process may be taking

place: 'nes are referred to a 'either top-down or bottom-up processing.

Dottos-uplaueess a giBtedure in which lower level processing

occurs before 'higher level processing. To put itin Frederiksen's terms

in the kttom-up conception,, discourse is controlled by textual input,, that

is, there is more.or less automatic parsing of each sentence end input

*Moved by semantic interpretation. In this sense, a'language.ugef

combines syntactic, semantic and inferential knowledge in an interactive

A

fashion to produce a semnatic interpretation. The top-down version represents

an opposite extreme in which a conceptual network is generated from minimal

parsing of an input sentence and. from knowledge aboUt the context of an
,

utterance: The latter view hplds tAlt we bring our emperiences end know-

ledge toibare Ippon i verbal input and U.K our semantic generative capacities

32
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as well as the verbal input in order to gather meaning., This latter view

suggests that we use text input as needed. According to Fredriksen, top-
,

411

down and bottom-up processing are not mutually exclusive categories.,

Top-do processing seems to be more economical,'at least in terms

of the memory load imeosed upon short term memory. There may very well be
.

times when bottom-up processing occurs, such as when an individual is at

A relatively beginning stage in a verbal process, or when the individual

encounters difficulty in processing texts at 0 higher level.

Frederiksen -suggests that an individual who encounters difficulty in

processing at a higher level, will drop down to a lower level to process

material. The LaBerge-Samuels automaticity Model suggests precisely the

same thing; only with regard to perceptual processing. According to the

Lh;ge-Samuels model of visual membry an individual who is using bottom-

op processing would start at the feature level, combine these features to

fbri-letteri, letters are then combined to for letter clusteri, which
aw

then are formed into words, and the words themselves might then be con-

catenated to fa. word groupings. The model assumes that an individual will

work at higlpst level possible and drop down to lower levels when,

ing a the higher level seems to be ineffective. Empirical evidence

from our laboratorY with regard to visual processing has provided support

for this model. We have found that in processing common words in regular

orthography, the individual may be working at the whole word level. BUt

when thesiIihme Isola are presented in mirror image, the individual drops

down to either a feature or letter level. SiMilar operations nay be-at

work in processing at the semantic level.

,
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Since top-down processing of
./
discourse seems to be more economical,

7rederiksen is concerned that emphasis in reading on subskills and .decoding

may be countra-productive-in that it may encourage the child to process in

an ineffective direction. Several points need to be made. First, using a

behavioral analysis of reading, one may argue that decoding preceeds compre-

hension. Once the decoding skills become automatic, the child will then

be able t o p rocess-dieaning in & top-down direction. What we must'be careful

of is trying to-instill the prOcessing strategies of highly skilled readers

on the beginning reader, thus denying developmental trends in skill

development.

r/ Barbara Bateman. This paper presents a critical overview of efforts

to solve reading problems of a group of students labeled *Learning disabled."

Zhere are a host of reasons why-a child may experience difficulty in reading.

Theile_reasons or factors may include variables external to the child such

-.as poor, materials, poor teac.thilwrpracticbs, or poor Eeinfotcing,contingencies.

On.the'oibez hand, there may be factors internal to tttorjhild such as

unusually low intelligence_or perhaps some hypothesized bat yet unproven

neurological problem.

Batsmen's paper is provocative in-many ways. 'instead of being cautious

Batsman's statements are presented in a very strong

criticism or agreement. One of the major points of

form, inviting .either

Bateman's paper is

that we already knoi enigh about how to teach reading to make a significant

difference. The problem then is not lack of knowledge:but one Of implementa-

tion. .This, very view was expressed earlier and Bateman's polnt'seems most

appropriat4. Another'strong point which Bateman makes is that an early

eigihasis on reading without proper emphasis on decoding skills is disasterous

A
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and may well explain why we have reading failure. As expressed previously,
P

while the teacher is putting an emphasis on meaning, the child may very well

be scrambling to decode the words in order to acquire some knowledge as to

the meaning'of those words.

Bateman proposes that a reasonable approach to overcoming some of -the

reading problems one encounters includes task analytic-programming, applied

behavioral analysis, and reducing attention deficits. This implies that

detailed analyses of terminal reading4ehaviors rust be done in order to

extract subskills which are involved in reaching these desired behaviors.

This has not been done sufficiently well In reading. For example, numerous

nonessential skills are taught in reading and we presently'lack sufficient

information on what the necessary skills might be and their order of intro-

duction. While most researchers would agree that a complex behavior such

as reading is comprised of subskills, the exact type of hierarchy one might

build from these subkkillA is at the present unclear. Much research" needs

to be done on the problems relating to hierarchical subskills.in reeding

before this question can be answered.

Bateman emphasizes the important role of attention in reading. 'There

are two aspects to attention; an overt and a covert component, and we should #

be clear in differentiating between the two. Overt attention related to

factors which are generally Observed, such as the d4xection of gazeicompli

.ance with task demands, eyes in book when requested, listening to the speaker,

and what gene/any might be called 'withitness." :Besearth on'overt Attention

and its correlation with reading achievement indicates that the two are sub-
.

stantielly correlated. if has been known for some time that at least in the

early stages of reading girls are superior to boys. This has been attributed
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'to sex-linked genetic ;actors. However recent research by Samuels and

TurnUre (1974) found.thet girls were significantly more attentive in class

and also read better. It may well be that the superiority of girls in

early stages of reading may-be a factor that is environmentally produced

through greater compliance with teacher task demands rather than a genetic

factor.

The non-observable aspect of attention is also important. This inter-

nal component of attention is important because one's attention can either

be directed on decoding or_on getting meaning but cannot be on the two pro-

cesses simultaneously. Beginning readerctenete4ocus attention on decoding.

Consequently, 'comprehension suffers on the other hand. Skilled readers,

decode automatically learning one important developmental of reading

represents growth in decoding skill to the point where ii can be done auto-
,.

matically free to be'deployed primarily on getting meaning.

Another7int which. Bateman makes is that method does make a difference.

As mentioned earlier, Bitesian believes that an early emphasis on meaning in

which decciling is emphasizedis disasterous. ;Since decoding is important

according to-Bateman, programs should be selected which focus on this. In

working on decoding skills, teachers should make every effort to providing

adequate opportunity for working on meaning. It is entirely possible to have

a good reading program leach teaches decoding subskills and gives the child

adequate experience with meaningful reading material.
I

Perhaps the most interesting part of the Bateman Paper was the suggestion
, .

that courts of law maybe used as a means.toachieve a140mure of educational

accountability and to reimedy the.poorteaching which may be going on in our

schools. Where teaching is fbund to be inadequate, one approach. may be to

Change the pedogogical practices of either the teaches or the school system.
J
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Bateman claims this course has been tried and found to be ineffective.

Instead Bateman would sue in the expectation that the teachers and 'admin-
w,

istration would be so highly motivated to change behavior that forces from

within.the school would merge looking for alternative and better, ways to do

the teaching job.. In a sense we are dealing with what might be called

educational malpractice. ,Whereas in medicine there may be courses of

therapy which physicians would agree is acceptable and courses of action

which might be agreed upon as being unacceptable, it is,not at all clear

within the realm of educational practice that this type of agreement can be

found.

Dick Venezky s Dominic Massaro

Their paper on "Histories Best Kept Secret about Reading" is about the

relationship between the orthographic structure of a word and its effect

upon word recognition. Orthographic'regularity is thought of as those

features contained in a word which reduces the uncertainty of what letters

might be present. Consequently, these features would consist of letter

groupings which correspond to the rules of English spelling., Orthographic

structure is thought to be because rapid word recognition depends upon

strategies which utilize orthographic regularity.

For some time now, since at least the 1900's, researchers have recog7

wr4

mired that there is something about the spelling pattern and scture of

an English word which facilitates its recognition. iie have known that

recognition of a short common word proceeds About as fast as one can recognize

a single letter, that arrays of letters are recognized faster when they are

ranged to form's& word.rather than in-some totally raNkmay0,16%/In fact

dhildren who are just beginning to read-, when asked to perform a matching

task on pairs of simultaneously presented letter-sequences that were either

37
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wordS or nonwords, did so faster for the words. This skill would strongly

ugge

patt

that even beginning readers had abstracted something about the

of English spelling which enabled them to make faster judgments

about English Words rather than their anagrams. 1

A word may be thought of as a higher order unit with rule governed

relation* within it. When synthetic words are constructed to correspond

to these rules and given to students of different grade levels and diffei-

ent degrees of reading skill, one finds that accuracy of pronounciation

increases over time and that good readers are more accurate than poor readers

in.pronouncing these synthetic words (Calfee, Venezky & Chapman, 1969).

, 'Additional emidence is available to indicate that children seem to

abstract that which we may call\intra-word redundancy or orthographic

structure. For example, Gibson, Amer, and Pick (1963) had first, and third

grade Child5en read and spell.three-letter strings ofwords presented statis-

ts copally (ranrnar, rna). First graders were most accurate vith the familiar

three-letter words and also reed the pronouncable trigrams significantly

better than the rnpronouncable ones. Other word by Rosintki and Wbeeler

(1972) compared children in first, third, and fifth grades on se of non -

\

sense words varying from three to six letters in'length. The task\for the
.

Child wa*.to indicate which of the set of words typed on a card mosreseMbtmd.

a reel word. Ore of eadh pair was pronouncable and*the other was no. First

grade children were a Chance level, although it should be kept in mina that'

they had extraordinarily little reading instruction. The other two qr

performed significantly better than Chance.on their task.

Mork dons at our Minnesota laboratory on the relationsh4p between

l4ngth and response latency would sees to throe some light on how

structure is used by a:skilled reader, When shown high frequency words in
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mirror image text which varied in length from three letters to seven letters,

one finds an increase in response letency'for each additional letterup,-to

the fifth but then no incredtt-ifer the fifth letter. This would se

'imply that the skilled reader gathers letter information over the first few

letters but then is able to predict whit the next letters will be through'

internalized knowledge of higher order units of spelling pattern.' This

10-

finding would support the notion of Venezky and Xasailo that one of the

1

aids which knowledge of orthographic structure provides to the skilled

reader ishat 'less visual information is needed in word recognition.

Before closing the Venezky-Hatsaro section, one night inquire as to

Whether spelling patterns and their pronounciation are learned implicitly

or intentionally.

Charles Perfetti and Alan Lesgold

Their paper "Coding and Comprehension in Skilled Reading" suggests

that one of the limitations to_cetPrehension is found in short term memory.
a

In light of its restricted capacity acid of the limited longevity of items

placed in ,it, this "bottleneck hypothesis" seems reasonable. However, it

should be pointed, out that rate of input into long term memory is relatively

slow, so that adtuelly these are two bottlenecks to comprehension.

In addition td the limitations of loha and short term'memory, there

are other obstaclesto comprehension and these may be conceptualized as

the components of comprehension. These include word knowledge or vocabulary,

Actor knowledge of the concepts being discussed, and ability to deCode'the

text without the use of attention: These components ,"of comprehension

influence the load on Short term Emory.
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An important question raised in the Perfetti - Lesgold paper has to do

with why fast decoding is Irsociated with high comprehension., Fast decoding

,in and of itself dded" not seem td be the critical factor but merely, serves as

jrwindicator of au ticity. Thus when we find the relationship between
; .-

peed of decoding and comprehension, what we are really seeing is a response

w ich seems to be bath fast and automatic. Automatic decoding is viewed

as an important factor in comprehension because when decoding iaautomatic.

theh attention may be focused upon deriving meaning.

,Another concern found in the Perfetti-Lesgold paper has to do with

how cie might helppodr _readers. A point made in their paper is that drill

is bOring,'but that there is need for extended practice. As mentioned

earlier there is need for educators to overcome the tendency to associate

extended practice with boring drill. As Perfetti and Lesgold state. practice

on recognizing words in isolation does not Seem to have the transfer effects

to fluent reading that one might desire. What seems to be called for is

giving the student extende1 practice on reading materials at:the recreational.

-"level. The recreational level is considered to be_a level at which the

Student can read the materials with relative ease and with a low rate of

Mord recognition errors.

theinal section of the Perfettif.Lesgold paper bias to do With measuring

verbal coding efficiency.- Here a recommendation is made that reeding tests

be designed tOdistingnisn'anong three types of performance: inaccurate,

slow but. accureter-and automated, This seems to be an excellent way to
4,

atitinguish various types of degrees of reading fluency. Eresently reading

tests are designed to differentiate accurate from inaccurate performance

but they are not d'signed to identify what might be tailed iutoeatic and

4,
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n-automatic leveli,of deGgaing, 'Consequently, indicatois of automaticity.

4,
are celled*for as a nexi.' step in the development of reading tests._

ikAn individual is not
,

either automatic in reading as opposed to non

automatic. .00ne can be automatic at identifying letters but be non-automatic

with words. The fluent reader may be automatic on nearly all the words

encountered but on some words require attention for the decoding of those

words. What is needed,*tAn, are indicators of automaticity for different

types of important subskills considered to be important in reading. yhile'.

we are able at the preient time to measure the automaticity of a response

in the fifooratiory, the critical need is for the development of paper ati

pencil tests of automaticity whithare easily administered in the classroom. .

Tom Sticht-
..

His paper represents an application of the Aud-Read model to reading

evaluation And instruction. Sticht has a number of interesting hypotheses.,
%

For exaidge, auding su± passes reading ability in early school years,'and

this gap'shild close as reading ability becomes more fluent. In a sense

this hypotheala represents what might be called a stage theory of reading.

The first stage-in reading is the transfer from the auditc;ry signals which

ons has mastered to the written signals. When the student can respond as

quickly, and as easily to written signals as to the auditory sfgnalf,,thr-,

transfer stage is complete. Using the concepts of Perfetti anoVesgol

might think as these stages as the pre-accuracy stage, the accuracy stage,

and the' automaticity stage.' When the student is automatic in decOding then

the transfer iicompiete and reading is as efficient as auding. .

**ea 4
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.

Another hypothesis presented by .Sticht is that auding ability is predic-

tive of reading ability; This assumes that decoding is essentially at the

same degree of automaticity as auding is. Consequently, auding ability would

then represent what one's general leOel of comprehension might be.

As Sticht points out,'there are,many people who can read as well as

they can and but they-cannot read to ell. This implies deficits or diffi-

culty in both reading and ceding comprehension:- If one assumes that comp-

rehension is a multi-cc mpo rocess then one can easily understhnd why

an indi'Vidual may have ilifficulty in both auding and reading comprehension.

4 (

.,--

An individual may have decoding skill attheautomatic level but still have

p.

difficulty in comprehension because of possible deficits in any ofethe other

components of comprehension. Thus if one wishes to increase comprehension for.''

those who decode well but who comprehend poorly the remedy lies in improving

aspects of comprehension other than decoding.

Another important idea found in this paper is that reading comprehension

may be improved by improving auding comprehension may be improved by improving-

auding comprehension. Too often xjading educators make the mistake of trying

. \to improve reading comprehemsiOn directly through the reading act when it

0 say be more efficient to do so through,auding.

As mentioned earlier, there is a critical need for a test which will

indicate if'sperson is automatic in decoding. Sticht has developed just

such a test based on the notion that holding rate of input constant, when

comprehension during reading is equal to comprehension while.auding, the

decoding is at the automatic level. While this is and important start,

we need seditional wick done to imeesure the automatics -of what may be

cossidered the subekills in reading.
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words with predictable and unpredictable letter sound correspondences.
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COMMENTS BY SHIRLA MCCLAIN_
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RESNICX: 'I wonder if Sbirla McClain would be willing to share some of her

reactions as a person responsible for the teaching of reading in--how many

classrooms?

MCCLAIN: Six. The main thing that I tried to get from this conference was

information to take back to classroom teachers. Because I don't have acip

theoretical background, it Was important for me to hear theorists say the kinds

\\\ that are related to educational .practice. That is what cane to the conference

of things that reallyaredirected toward what happens in the classroom, things

to get. I did get part of that.

It's sort of funny what kinds of learning take place in conferences like

tits I think the incidental things I picked up stick with me a little sore than

youi intended%messagea.
Ma;

For instance, to use Shuy's Lerma, there was sort of a mismatch of language

between what practitioners listen for and what theorists say, so that we were not

always communicating.

There are several things involved in a conference like this. You had a
a

limited amount of time'to present i paper that probably was 40 pages or more in

length. You bad only 40 minutes to get your message acrosiNb To theorists, you

dzehobably got the messages across. To people like me, who do not a ( that.

language, you did not always get your message across.

A

(/-
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On the first day, lienezky made a joke about tranilatihg something into

French because it' lost a lot in the original. I got that feeling as I was

..)/ listening to some of your papers.

To use-some of Sticht's terminology, it was really' a teat of my auding

skills and your oracy skills. lecause you had to present orally, and I did not

have the advantage. of reading your papers. I probably would ,have been much
/----.

better off if I had at least read your papers. So we are both at sort of a

disadvantage,and that isnot your fault or mine.

s

. But I really wanted to know more aocut things I could put into practice. I

think that in the presentations by Chall, Beck and Block, Goodman, and-,E kteman,

4A
and in some of what Shuy said, there were thi

)
s that were very clear to me from

sy orientation as a classroom teacher, thi _s I could take back and pl_to use.

Some of your other papers, because they were more theoretical and because

did not have tine to read them, left me not really knowing what the educational
A

implications were. As I said,, this is neither your fault nor mine. ,I think it's

a matter of communication: of being able to read thingA before hand, or of

coming to a common language.

You know, we really need a cosign ground to understand each other. Not all

of the terminology was foreign to me, but there was acme I aidn't unde;stand. I

think that what we really have to ask, when We come together, is: 'Art woe

speaking the langtinge; do we really understand what each of us is trying to 1*

get from these

Inks very explicit, concrete exsopleo, the more concrete the better,

._. because that is what I swaging to have to give to teachers. I have to take back

what you say aid put it in acme very connote terms:

47
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So, thinking anead to when you present again to pra4itioners, try to, keep

that in mind. Try to include more of the kinds of concrete, clear things that

relate .to children.

I think your theories are beautiful theories, and I do thi I 'understood

What.you.were saying, but I aid, not always get the educational implications,. I'm

not sure what the theories will mean to me when I go back to those classrooms.

I would like to say some very specific things about each paper, but that

would take too long. I will send those to you in writing. (See comments by

Willis) _

RESNICK: I would like to second some of what you have said. In part, the blame
A ,

fof the lack of communication probably lies here, because we didn't stress enough

the need to address remarks to audiences other than t4 usyal ones. We should

have stressed this, because this actually was an experiment in comavnicating

across cultures.' Maybe youLcan keep it in mind as you do the revisions

pipers. Wd might make a saall step, but the larger ones.are obviously going

have :)-come at subsequent attempts of this kind.

Recess;
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